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HAND-KNITTED HOME 
DECOR AND ACCESSORIES

HANDCRAFTED.  
AUTHENTIC.  
CUSTOMIZABLE.
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Our commitment
Our commitment is to produce high-quality 
and durable products and care about the 
people and the planet.

Social Impact 
Our social mission is to support Ukrainian 
women of different ages and social 
positions by creating for them meaningful 
and fairly-paid jobs. 

All products are hand-knitted and 
crocheted using classic craftsmanship 
techniques passed down through 
generations, but infused with a modern 
twist. Some projects are shared with the 
women working remotely from home, 
allowing them to earn additional income by 
doing their beloved crafts.

For the whole brand’s history we managed 
to support over 40 women artisans, who 
pour their heart and soul into crafting each 
piece, blending modern aesthetics with the 
time-honoured traditions of our homeland.

Sustainability
We prioritize sustainable practices, 
using natural materials, selecting OEKO-
TEX Standard 100 certified cotton and 
recycled cotton for making our products. 
We promote a circular economy through 
recycling, upcycling, and product take-back 
initiatives. Our hand-made techniques 
are energy-efficient, produce minimal 
pollutants, and our products emphasize 
waste reduction and longevity

Сonscious design
We merge traditional craftsmanship with 
modern design, creating durable pieces 
that remain stylish over time. Our skilled 
artisans craft each product, offering 
customization to ensure a personal touch 
and a balance between timeless and 
contemporary aesthetics.

Anzy Home is a Ukrainian lifestyle brand 
of knitted and crocheted home décor 
which resolves around the principles of 
social responsibility and sustainability.

The products in the brand’s portfolio 
are handmade from scratch in a well-
organized studio in the East of Ukraine.

We create a wide range of products: 
poufs, rugs, pillows, storage baskets, kids’ 
room decor, newborn Moses baskets and 
more.

OUR MISSION

Furnish homes around the world with 
unique high-quality items which are 
hand-made responsibly and consciously, 
while creating meaningful job 
opportunities for Ukrainian women.

Who we are

Handmade 
in Ukraine

Ethically-
made 

Sustainable Quality-
centred

Women-
owned
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Lifestyle living Color palette

In addition to our basic colors we have access to wide range of shades and 
materials. You can request custom color(s) for the most of our products.

For rugs, poufs, pillows, storage baskets
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Poufs
Anzy Home offers a collection of poufs in different 
shapes, sizes and colours.

Knitted poufs made of chunky cotton yarn are 
comfortable pieces of furniture and stylish interior 
decorations. They work well as a sitting place, 
footstool or bedside table. 

Densely filled with the bean bag filler, the poufs are 
lightweight, hold their shapes well and possess a 
sturdy yet comfortable structure to sit on or place 
something onto. All types of poufs in the collection 
have removable knitted covers to allow easy 
washing or cleaning. 

A wide variety of designs and colours provide 
flexibility to select the pouffe which perfectly fits 
the interior style and colour scheme.

Round poufs
Braided spherical pouffes come in four 
different design models — Ribs, Classic, 
Modern and Fusion - which differ in 
knitting texture and pattern. The idea 
is to offer a variety of looks to fit all 
types of modern interiors, from boho to 
minimalist.

All models are offered in 2 sizes:

M size (measures 40 cm in diameter 
and 35 cm in heights) can be used as 
a footstool, lounge sitting place, and is 
comfortable for a kid sitting.

L size (measures 50 cm in diameter and 
45 cm in heights) is large enough as an 
additional sitting place for an adult or 
can be used as a bedside table.

SKU: PFRBSMRibs

Classic SKU: PFCLSCM
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SKU: PFMDRNL SKU: PFMNS

SKU: PFFSNL

Modern Mini

Fusion
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Square poufs
These poufs are intended to serve as a 
footstool or handy coffee table. This pouf 
will become a central point of the room 
and is both a decorative element and a 
functional piece of furniture.

 
 

Sizes:
M size (WxLxH 50x50x40 cm)

L size (WxLxH 60x60x40 cm)

Size and colour can be customized upon 
request.

SKU: PFSQRL SKU: PFSQRL
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Rugs and 
carpets
Practical, soft, and unique cotton rugs 
can liven up a room or create an interior 
accent. We offer both ready solutions for 
rectangular, round and oval rugs and carpets 
of various sizes and can create a custom rug 
for a specific design, pattern and colours. 
Whichever one you choose, rugs are an 
essential part of any home - for living rooms, 
bedrooms, kitchens, dining rooms, children’s 
rooms and other spaces. 

Plain rugs
Plain monochrome rugs can help 
create a sense of definition in any space, 
whether you’re looking to add a touch of 
colour to the interior or simply want to 
rest your feet on something ridiculously 
soft.

PLAIN RUGS SKU: RGSMPL 
(ALL)
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Striped rugs
Striped rugs are great for adding 
contemporary styling and a splash of 
colour to your floor area.

Dozens of colour options can be 
combined in thousands of designs. We 
can play with the stripes’ thickness and 
layout to create a bold or easy look and 
make a proper accent.

STRIPPED RUGS SKU: RGSMPL STRIPPED RUGS SKU: RGSMPL (ALL)
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Patterned rugs
Geometric pattern, colour blocking, tiny 
lines or abstract shapes - any design can 
be implemented in the crocheted rugs 
and carpets. 

We have our own design solutions and 
can create a custom design. The project 
starts with the 2d modelling to be sure 
the carpet will look just as you expect.

Patterned rugs SKU: RGCMPLX
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PATTERNED RUGS SKU: RGCMPLX
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Pillows
We believe that no bed or sofa in a well-styled 
room is truly complete without throw pillows. We 
manufacture plain, striped and patterned pillows in 
Scandinavian and Boho styles, and make them in 
different sizes and shapes.

SKU: PLWRCT

SKU: PLWSQ, PLWSQH, PLWRCT
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Storage solutions
Knitted and crocheted storage baskets play both functional and 
decorative roles. We’ve got storage ideas for linen, clothes, toys, 
cosmetics, and kitchen and bathroom solutions. The beauty of our 
storage collection is that one can choose the shape, colour, size and 
design. Our baskets are both beautiful and practical, and worthy to make 
a feature of them in the interior.

On the shelf 

SKU: BSTRCTL

SKU: PLWSTR

On the floor

SKU: BSTBSCMCUSTOM-MADE ITEM
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On the hook or rail

SKU: BSTHNGKTS

SKU: BSTSHS

Make up and bathroom organization 

CUSTOM-MADE ITEMS CUSTOM-MADE ITEM

Laundry basket

BSTLNDRM
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Chunky knit  
blankets and throws
Designed to create the Hygge 
atmosphere at home and offer a 
warm hug either in cold winter or in 
summer night when you got the air 
conditioner on full blast.

The arm-knitted chunky throw  
is super soft, cosy and stylish,  
featuring a delicate texture. 

Made of yarn combining wool and 
acrylic, the blanket is both warm 
and durable. In contrast to the 
bulky merino wool, we selected 
the material which gives a similar 
chunky look, but is less vulnerable 
to the creation of little pills due to 
friction.

Sizes:

The blankets are manufactured in 
several standard sizes, from small 
options suitable for newborn babies up 
to large bed covers.

EU size chart

XS –  80 x 100 cm 
S –  90 x 130 cm  
M – 100 x 150 cm 
L – 130 x 170 cm 
XL – 140 x 200 cm 
XXL – 160 x 220 cm

US size chart

Baby –  20″ x 30″ 
Toddler –  23″ x 47″ 
Crib – 42″ x 52″ 
Throw – 42″ x 60″ 
Single – 52″ x 60″  
Twin – 66″ x 90″

The size can be customized upon 
request.

 CHUNKY BLANKETS SKU: BLNKTS-BLNKTXXL

Color palette

White

Yellow

Cream

Green

Champagne

Blue green

Beige

Pink

Grey

Lavender

Graphite

Navy blue
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Signature 
collections
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Boho collection

Crocheted wall art and storage basket in 
Ukrainian Vyshyvanka style were design and 
developed in May 2022. 
Traditionally, Vyshyvanka clothes are 
believed to protect the person wearing 
them and to tell a story. Similarly, our decor 
elements are believed to protect a home 
where they are placed. The patterns have 
their own meanings, which are highly 
important today not only for the Ukrainian 
nation, but for the whole world.

Two-sided pillow

Pouf with macrame decor Rope rug

SKU:  RGSMPLSKU: PFBHS

SKU: PLWCLSC

This collection has a modern and 
minimalist design coupled with boho 
textures. Neutral and natural colors 
create a relaxed warm feel. A decorative 
bohemian-inspired accent adds style to 

the space. All items are made of pure 
cotton cord and are soft, natural, and 
elegantly plain.
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Vyshyvanka — decor  
in Ethnic Ukrainian style

Crocheted wall art and storage basket in 
Ukrainian Vyshyvanka style were design 
and developed in May 2022. 
Traditionally, Vyshyvanka clothes are 
believed to protect the person wearing 
them and to tell a story. Similarly, our 
decor elements are believed to protect 
a home where they are placed. The 
patterns have their own meanings, 
which are highly important today not 
only for the Ukrainian nation, but for the 
whole world.

SKU: WLLHNGUA — Wall art 
SKU: BSTC3737 — Basket 
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NEW MATERIAL

Products from 
recycled cotton cord
Being committed to conscious 
consumption and environmental 
impact, we are delighted to present 
a new eco-friendly material. 

This 100% cotton cord us made of 
recycled fabric. 

No dyes, no toxic chemicals are 
involved in its production. Any of our 
lifestyle collection designs of poufs, 
rugs, baskets and pillows can be 
made of this material.

SKU: PFCCCDM

OTHER COLORS AVAILIABLE UPON REQUEST

Color palette
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Holiday decor
We care about how your home looks like during 
the happiest season of the year. Our Christmas 
collection features jumbo knit Christmas tree skirts, 
small toppers, gift boxes and themed storage 
baskets, helping to create a stunning and cosy 
seasonal scene.

Christmas tree skirt
A bulky knit skirt is the perfect way to 
create a Hygge atmosphere under the 
Christmas tree.

The skirts are arm knitted using soft and 
durable yarn. Come in 6 size options and 
5 colour options to fit any home style 
and tree height.

Sizes: 

Diameter
20" / 50 cm 
30" / 75 cm 
40" / 100 cm 
48" / 120 cm 
56" / 140 cm 
72" / 180 cm

The central opening diameter is about 
4-5" / 10-12 cm (slightly varies due to arm 
knitting).

SKU: XMSSK40

SKU: XMSSK40pom

SKU: MBST

SKU: XMSSK40

SKU: XMSSK40

White Cream Champagne Grey Red
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Storage and gifts Hats and toppers

SKU: XMSTPPRM, XMSTPPRS

SKU: XMSHTL

SKU: XMSTPPRM

SKU: XMSTPPRS

SKU: XMSDER, XMSSNT

Giant christmas stockings

SKU: XMSSTC
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Kids room 
collection
Our kids room collection is inspired by the 
trends for genderless design, calming interiors 
for mindfulness, and inciting Individuality. For 
this collection we have chosen neutral trendy 
colours that are suitable for both boys and 
girls and included bright accents to add some 
dimension. The collection includes two types 
of carpets, pillows, storage baskets and toy 
bassinets.

Star pillow
Knitted pillows in the shape of a star 
are designed to give a bright accent to 
the calm colours of the Scandinavian 
children’s room. It is also interesting to 
play with such a cute and soft decorative 
pillow.

Size: 
Width 40 cm

SKU: SCNDKDSP
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Toy storage basket

Intended to store toys, clothes, books, 
hygiene items or other stuff.

Tassel and a knitted circle in contrast 
colors add a bit of playfulness to simple 
natural-toned baskets, and small 
wooden beads support the theme of 
nature.

Basket dimensions: diameter 28 
cm, height 23 cm.

SKU: SCNDKDTB

Animal style basket
Fancy baskets are made in the form 
of deer and koalas. Suitable for storing 
small toys, pencils or other small items.

The idea of creating these baskets is 
to be interesting for children while 
maintaining a minimalist look.

Basket dimensions: diameter 15 cm, 
height 10 cm.

SKU: SCNDKDDEER SCNDKDCOALA
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Storage basket
Smart storage solution which does not 
take any space on the floor or on the 
shelf. Just hang them by handles on a 
crib or chair and put favourite toys or 
books therein.

The wooden beads working as the 
buttons support the theme of nature. 

Sizes: 25 x 25 cm.

SKU: SCNDKDBH

Plain rug
A plain round rug is designed to subtly 
highlight the play zone or be placed 
near the crib. Offered in three natural 
colourways of beige and grey, this rug 
complements any interior design of the 
kid’s bedroom. 

Knitted of soft to the touch, but durable 
material which can be easily washed on 
the need. 

The diameter of the rug is 90 cm. 

SKU: SCNDKDRR
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Fringe Throw Rug
To emphasize the contour of this rug we 
added contrasting stripes in matching 
colours. The fringe adds a bit of 
playfulness and suggests an association 
with the sun. 

The diameter of the rug is 90 cm. 

SKU: SCNDKDFR
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Toy bassinet
A miniature bassinet with handles can 
be carried around and be a sleeping 
place for a favourite doll or toy. When 
the baby grows up, it can be used as a 
storage basket.

The bassinets come in 3 colours and 
include a tiny pillow and blanket.

Sizes: width 15 cm, length 21 сm.

SKU: SCNDKDTB

Poufs and floor pillows
Round and square poufs and flat floor 
cushions can really wake up kids room. 
They are great instant extra seating, 
add color and texture to the flooring, 
and bring a new level of coziness and 
functionality to space where kids learn 
and develop.

Sizes: 
Round mini pouf: diameter 40 сm,  
height 35 cm.

Square pouf S: length 38 cm, width 38 
cm, length 26 cm.

Large floor cushion: diameter 65 cm, 
height  14  cm

SKU: PFFLRMT

SKU: PFMNS

SKU: PFSQRS
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Two-sided pillow and 
bolster pillow
This playful bolster pillow cover is hand 
crocheted using eco-friendly 100% 
cotton yarn. Bolster pillows comfortable 
for benches, window seats, beds and 
couches. It is great to have it for back or 
neck area. Always beloved by children in 
their room.

Sizes: length 40 сm, diameter 15 сm

This beautiful two-sided round pillow is 
hand crocheted using eco-friendly 100% 
cotton yarn. One side is neutral, another 
is bright, and all it finished with contrast 
edge. Material is durable and is easy to 
care for. It is also interesting to play with 
such a bright and soft decorative pillow.

Sizes: diameter 35 сm

SKU: PLWBTR SKU: PLWCLSC
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Toy storage basket

Star pillow

Two-sided pillow

Plain rug

Fringe throw rug

Large floor cushion

Storage 
basket
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Round plain rug

Toy bassinet

Animal style basket

Fringe throw rug

Toy storage basket

Star  pillow

Storage 
basket
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Toy storage basket

Star pillow

Plain rug

Toy bassinet

Animal style basket

Fringe throw rug

Storage 
basket
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Kids stool

A wooden stool has a soft top pad with 
crocheted cover. The stool is the perfect 
accessory for any kids bedroom and 
nursery in Scandinavian style!

Sizes: Overall height 28 cm. Seat 
diameter 30 cm. Legs height 12 cm.

Doll bassinets
Our small Moses baskets are perfect to 
play with dolls or plush toys and also a 
sort of accessory for a stylish nursery 
and kids room. Come in 2 different sizes 
and 2 styles, and can be equipped with 
the wooden rocking stands, to make the 
pretend play more exciting! 

Mini round hood

Mini straight hood

Standart round hood

Standart with straight hood

TMBMH

TMBRH

TMBMC

TMBSH
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Newborn 
collection

The creation of Anzy Home newborn collection 
was inspired by the most significant and aflutter 
period in a women’s life - pregnancy. Anna, 
the founder of Anzy Home, crocheted the first 
Moses Basket while expecting her firstborne 
in 2019. Since then the collection evolved and 
updated according to the actual trends, emerging 
functionalities and creative designs. 

In a newborn collection we offer a complete set of 
the components needed for smooth and beautiful 
baby sleep and care: Moses baskets, wooden 
rocking stands, changing baskets, organic 
mattress pads, baby loungers, fitted sheets, 
covers, diaper and baby stuff storage. 

Every piece is made by hands using high-quality 
eco-friendly and baby-safe materials. We use pure 
cotton yarn, organic coconut mattress filler, and 
baby-safe wood coatings to ensure safety and 
sustainability of the products. 

Color palette for 
Newborn collection

ChampagneBeige

BlushWhite

Gray

Silver

Ecru

Black

Rose gold

Sage green Khaki
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Different designs, sizes and colours 

Models

The bassinets and baskets are designed 
in sizes and shapes best for babies from 
birth to 6-9 months. We offer both standard 
design, color, size and shape solutions and 
customized products on demand. 

SKU: MBRH

SKU: MBRH-LSKU: MBSH-L

SKU: MBST

SKU: MBSH

XL WITH STRAIGHT HOOD
fits loungers fits loungers

XL WITH ROUND HOOD

Moses baskets
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SKU: MBRH-D SKU: MBST-D

The standard Moses baskets and 
hanging baby swings, woven in a 
macrame technique, for those addicted 
to Boho. 

Boho bassinets
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SKU: MBST SKU: MBSH

Rocking stands
The wooden rocking stand is designed 
to fit Anzy Home Moses baby baskets. It 
allows soothing a baby to sleep with a 
gentle rocking motion.

Features a sturdy structure made of 
natural ash hardwood and is coated 
with eco-friendly and baby-safe oil. The 
frame is lightweight for easy portability.

5 colors availiable

3 sizes availiable:

• For standard Moses basket

• For XL Moses basket (low) (the total 
height of the basket with stand 
excluding hood is 58 cm / 23")

 • For XL Moses basket (high) (the 
total height of the basket with stand 
excluding hood is 71 cm / 28")

SKU: MBASTND/ MBASTNDL/ MBASTNDXXL

Natural

Nut

BlackGreyWhite
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Hanging Macrame bassinet
Our beautiful macrame swing bed is 
made of cotton rope and plywood at 
the bottom. The design allows complete 
visibility of a baby, and the structure 
is sturdy and safe. Additionally, it is a 
beautiful and eye-catching Boho home 
addition.

Come in 2 sizes:
M: LxWxD 76x36x30 cm

L: LxWxD 80x40x30 cm
(can be used with the  
mattress and lounger).

SKU: MABM

SKU: MABL

Availiable colors
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Changing 
baskets
Beautiful cotton baskets with pads, 
which can be placed on a dresser, 
changing table, bed, or just moved 
around the house when needed to 
change the diapers or clothes of the 
little one during the day and night.

Baby lounging and changing basket 
in XL size is a multifunctional item for 
babies from birth till approximately 9 
months. The basket is best for:

• Supervised baby lounging and napping 
during the day

• Diaper changing

• Playing and tummy time, when 
your little one starts to explore a new 
perspective on the world

Baby lounging and changing basket XL

Standard changing basket

SKU: CHBCO SKU: CHBXL
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SKU: BSTSQSET

SKU: BSTOVLM SKU: BSTOVLS

SET SKU: BSTOVLSET

Diaper caddys

Storage baskets

SCNDKDBH

Nursery storage

SET SKU: BSTHNGSET

SKU: BSTHNGS SKU: BSTHNGM

Hanging pocket 
organizers
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Other nursery essentials

Mattresses

Loungers

SKU: MBAMAT, MBAMAT, MBAMATBL

SKU: MBALNG

Fitted sheets

Waterproof matress cover

Lounger nest cover

SKU: MBLNCSKU: MBASHT1, MBASHT2, MBASHT3

SKU: MBAWPC1, MBAWPC2, MBAWPC3

Different patterns available
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Boho baby blanket

Availiable colorsCome in 4 sizes:

Newborn – 50 x 76 cm
Baby – 58 x 120 cm
Toddler – 105 x 132 cm
Crib – 105 x 152 cm

SKU: BHBTNB

SKU: BHBTBB

SKU: BHBTTD

SKU: BHBTCB
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Wholesale trade:

General inquiries:

Contacts

hello@anzyhome.com

anzyhome 
anzyhome_kids

anzyhome.com

Roman Zmiievskyi

Website

Terms of cooperation 

roman.zmiievskyi@anzyhome.com


